The next generation optical profiler
Zeta Optical Profiler integrates five powerful optical metrology
technologies in one configurable and easy-to-use system.
It images and analyzes different size features on samples of all
types: smooth to rough, very low to very high reflectivity,
transparent to opaque, single layer to multilayer, sub-nm to
mm. The versatility of the Zeta technology is simply unmatched
by any other metrology tools.

Each 3D image scan and analysis takes a less than a minute –
with great results even for difficult surfaces

Interferometer enabling wide area measurements with a high
Z resolution

Zeta’s unique interference contrast technique providing
enhanced & quantitative images of sub-nm level roughness

Convert any of the objectives into a shearing interferometer
to provide very high Z resolution images

Visible range integrated spectroscopic reflectometer for thin
film thickness and refractive index measurements

?

Zeta’s research team is always looking for the next tough
problem to solve …

“Difficult Surface” Measurement
Difficult surfaces made easy with Zeta’s
ZDot optics
• Very rough surface
• Very dark surface
• Deep trenches
• Multi layer transparent surfaces
Our patented ZDot enables our optical
profilers to measure surfaces other
systems can not even see.
The ZDot starts with an advanced illumination and optical
design that is significantly more efficient than a
conventional microscope. Within this illumination path,
we added a precision focusing pattern, the ZDots. It allows
the system to reliably and accurately detect the surface
(even very rough or very dark surfaces). This innovative
optical design combined with our proprietary algorithms
results in a very flexible system that is highly tolerant of
the sample surface variation, without any loss of resolution

Measuring the very bright metal
contact line on a very dark surface of a
solar cell reliably present a challenge to
most optical profilers.
The innovative ZDoT technoloyg made
it possible for Zeta to offer a solution
that has become the industry standard
in solar cell industry for monitoring
metal finger and bus bar quality in
production

A 3rd Dimension for Microscopy
Compared to an convntional
microscope, Zeta digital images
provide an “infinite” depth of
focus showing your entire 3D
surfaces clearly in sharp focus.

Air bearing surfaces of the read/write head are precisely machined
to control the fly-height as the head glides over the surface of the
magnetic media inside a disk drive

Zeta ZX5 optics combines the
sensitivity of a Michelson
interferometer with our true color
imaging. It is ideal for measuring
nanometer level heights over large
area up to 4.5mm X 3.7mm in size

Step: 0.25 µm
Overall size: ~ 1 mm x 1 mm

ZX5 enables large area imaging
with ~nm level resolution.
Shown on the left is the image
of a as-sawn silicon (solar)
wafer exhibiting uneven
surface roughness.
Image of a “ski-jump” on a
hard disk drive substrate. The
4.5mmX3.7mm image has the
vertical sensitivity of a few nm
and can be used to detect the
roll-off profiles at the edge of
the disks.

DIC (differential interference contrast) is a
purely qualitative imaging option
available on many common optical
microscopes.
Zeta has taken this capability to the next
level, offering its users the ability to
convert the high resolution interference
contrast images into quantitative surface
roughness numbers. The ZIC option
allows the inspection of super smooth
surface roughness of the order of 5Å.
Critical defects on wafers and disk
substrates such as thin film contaminants
can be easily images and measured with
the ZIC option.
The ZIC technique is objective independent and
neither does not require special objectives. The Zeta
Optics Module can work with standard, off-the-shelf
objectives to generate the high resolution ZIC images.

Monolayer contaminants are extremely hard to detect with
conventional microscopes or defect inspect ion tools. The ZIC
option on Zeta Optical Profilers makes it easy to visualize AND
quantify monolayer contaminants on substrates such as
wafers and disk media. Features with heights as small as 5Å
can be reliably detected with the ZIC technique. When
combined with Zeta’s automated recipes and stages, the ZIC
technique offers a unique defect inspection capability that is
unparalleled in the metrology field.

Quantitative analysis of a stain on a Silicon wafer. The organic stain
is about 5 to 7nm thick.

Thermal Asperity Defect on Magnetic Disk Media

The Zeta Shearing
Interferometer (ZSI) further
enhances ZIC technique by
incorporating a proprietary
phase adjustment mechanism
and advanced data processing
software. The result is an optical
profiler with sub-Angstrom level
Z sensitivity.
The ZSI technique requires neither expensive
interferometry objectives, nor special vibration
isolation tables. In addition, no Z scanning is
necessary. All these translate to better XY
resolution, higher level of user friendliness, faster
and more reliable data acquisition, and less facility
and maintenance related costs.

2.39 nm high asperity.

MicroPit Defect on Magnetic Disk Media

23.76 nm deep micro pit

Spectrum for a
2000Å (nominal)
nitride film

Zeta has integrated a spectroscopic
reflectometer that is capable of
measuring multi-stack film thickness
or n&K values if the thickness is
known. It uses a common light source,
optics path and camera so that the
film thickness measurements are in
the same location as the 3D
measurements. A graphic indicator on
the Live Image screen clearly shows
the user where the film thickness
measurement is being taken.

Spectrum for a
750Å (nominal)
nitride film
Measured = 1966Å

Measured = 697Å

The ZFT works on some of the least reflective surfaces such as a solar cell
with reflectivity of less than 0.5%. Many film thickness tool have difficulty
in obtaining any signal from these type of surfaces, since they depend on
(specular) reflected light to calculate phase change or other such
parameters. The broadband white light and the normal incidence allow
the tool to be used with a variety of optically transparent films.

